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Alyssa, Avril, Brooke and Abigail, South Kamloops Secondary School students in teacher 
Mikala Cameron's Science 9 class, have just managed to make an LED light up, using a 
battery of two homemade cells. Each cell consists of a copper strip, a magnesium strip, and 
vinegar (acetic acid). Several Science 9 classes from SKSS visited the BIG Little Science 
Centre this week, where they experimented with batteries and circuits, and spent time in the 
hands-on room. Gord Stewart provided the instruction for their visit. 
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The BIG Little Science Centre is open to the public at these times: 
Tuesday to Saturday 10:00 AM to 4:00 PM 

CLOSED SUNDAYS and HOLIDAYS 
Phone: 250 554 2572   E-mail Gord@blscs.org  or  Susan@blscs.org 

 
A family membership is $60.00/year. An individual membership is $45.00/year. A family membership consists 
of five directly related people. (This includes any combination of grandparents, parents and children). 
Individual day rates are:  

Adults (16 to 59)  $6     Seniors (60 plus) $4      Youth (6 to 15 years old)  $3        Family $15. 
Children 5 years old or younger) Free 

 

The Main Benefits of Membership: 
·         Member ID cards for all members 
·         Free entry to our Exploration Room, events, shows, activities 
·         FREE or discounted admission to MOST Canadian science centres, including Science World       
      and the H.R. MacMillan Space Centre in Vancouver 
·         Discounts for Science and Robotics Camps / Clubs in Kamloops 
·         Voting privileges at the BIG Little Science Centre’s Annual General Meeting 

Visit our website blscs.org for more details on the benefits of membership. 
 

Drop-in Visit Information 
 
What is a Drop-in Visit?    
During drop-in times our hands-on rooms are open for visitors to tour at their leisure. The 
rooms have approximately 140 stations of hands-on activities to try. We also have an activity or 
show running Saturdays! 
Drop-in Visiting hours 
• Tuesday - Saturday 10:00 - 4:00 
• Check Facebook or twitter for the latest information. 
For safety purposes we require children under age 16 be accompanied by a minimum number of 
supervising adults: 
• For children 4 years old and under, 1 adult per every 3 children is required. 
• For children 5 years old to 9 years old, 1 adult per every 5 children is required. 
• For children 10 years old to 16 years old, 1 adult per 10 children is required. 
 

The BIG Little Science Centre is Closed Sundays and Holidays. 



 

 
 
 

Science Centre Programming, November / December 2017 
 
**Black Tube Exhibit Saturday November 18 to Saturday December 9 
For the public to try out and explore. Using a hands-on freestanding exhibit people will attempt to explain the mystery of 
how the Black Tube works, while discovering the process of science and scientific modelling. Designed and developed 
by Perimeter Institute in collaboration with the Ontario Science Centre. 
This exhibit is travelling to schools and science centres across Canada for Canada 150, stopping in every province and 
territory, including the Far North. Innovation 150 is a Canada 150 Signature Initiative, funded in part by the Government 
of Canada through the Department of Canadian Heritage, and by the Canadian Association of Science Centres (CASC). 
 
Saturday November 25: The Amazing Magnetism Show at 11am and 1:30pm 
This Amazing Magnetism Show is an interactive, fun show that explores magnetism and gives you some 
magnetic magic tricks to try out at home! 
 
Saturday December 2: Creating Circuits Lab, at 11am & 1:30pm 
Using BIG Little Science Centre circuit kits, discover how electricity travels. Make your own circuits to turn 
on light bulbs and run motors. 
 
Saturday December 9: Beautiful Crystals Lab, at 11am & 1:30pm 
Examine many types of gorgeous crystals under microscopes and discover some surprising properties. 
Grow some crystals right before your very eyes! 
 
**Saturday December 9: Final day “Black Tube” exhibit, 10:00am to 4:00pm 
Visit the ‘Black Tube” exhibit one final time. One last chance to explore and understand the mysteries 
within the tube, while learning about the process of science. Make your own tube to go. 
 
Saturday December 16 Christmas Science Tricks at 11am and 1:30pm 
Crazy, fun science demonstrations are used to try and explain some Christmas mysteries. How does Santa 
get down a chimney? Suspend your disbelief and show up for a great show. This show includes some of 
the science centre’s favourite interactive demos. 
 
Saturday December 23: Super Static Electricity Show, at 11am & 1:30pm 
An interactive, fun show that introduces static electricity, explores how it works and produces static in 
many ways, including using van de Graaff generators. Is it time for your science centre hair-do? 
 
Sunday December 24 to Monday January 1: Closed for Winter Break 
 
Tuesday January 2: BIG Little Science Centre re-opens for 2018, 10am to 4:00pm 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 



TREK  Students Do Robotics at the Big Little Science Centre 
Gordon Gore Photos 

 

 
Teacher  Sandip Sadhra 

 

 
 

 
 



 

Experiments with Water  
Part 3 Surface Tension 

Gordon R. Gore 
 

1. Can You Float a Paper Clip on Water? 
 

 
 

Try This! 
 

1.  Place a small square of tissue paper on the surface of the water in the glass.  
2. Gently place your paper clip on the tissue paper, using it as a temporary ‘raft’. 
3. Let the tissue paper sink to the bottom of the glass. The needle (or paper clip) should remain floating on 

top of the water. 
4. When the needle or paper clip is floating nicely on top of the water, predict what will happen when you add 

one drop of soapy water.  
 Test your prediction. 
 

Surface tension, due to the cohesive force between water molecules, supports the paper clip. (You may 
have seen insects striding across the surface of a pond, using the same principle.) As soon as you add soap 
to the water, the soap molecules spread across the surface of the water, getting between water molecules 
and reducing the cohesive force enough that the surface can no longer support the paper clip. 

 
2. A ‘Pepper Plow’ 

 

    
 

 
What You Need 
 
1 glass of water, nearly full 
1 paper clip 
1 small square of tissue paper 
1 drop of soapy water 
 

What You Need 
1 large bowl or dish 
water 
pepper in a shaker 
soap (bar or liquid) 
 
Try This! 
1. Fill a large bowl or dish with water, as in the 

photograph.  
2. Shake pepper over the top of the water. 
3. Put a small spot of soap or dishwashing 

detergent on the tip of your finger. 
4. Dip your finger into the bowl of water. 
5. What did the soap do to the pepper? 
 



Experiments with Water 
Part 4 How to Make a Cloud in a Bottle 

Gordon R. Gore 
 

 
     

 
 

Gord Stewart and His Cloud-Making Apparatus 
 
 Make a Cloud in a Bottle  

 
(Gord Stewart's Apparatus) Throw a single burning match into a 4-L clear glass wine bottle.  It will produce 
some smoke. Add a few drops of water to the bottle. The smoke will provide dust particles upon which water 
vapour can condense. Use a bicycle pump to compress the air inside the stoppered bottle. About 25 strokes of 
the pump should do. Remove the stopper from the bottle so that air in the bottle expands quickly. 
 Compressing the air in the bottle causes it to become warm. Warm air can hold more moisture than cold 
air. When the stopper is removed, the air expands quickly and it cools. Moisture condenses on the smoke 
particles in the jar, and a fog is produced. If the bottle is again stoppered and air pumped back into the bottle, 
the fog will disappear as the air is warmed up again. 



 

Sound Waves Part 4 
(Adapted from Gordon Gore's original Physics 11 text) 

 
Loudness: On an oscilloscope screen, the number of waves you see on the screen in a unit of time 
provides an indicator of the frequency, and therefore the pitch. 
 
 If a sound is louder, the height (amplitude) of the waves on the screen is greater. In fact, the amplitude 
is a measure of the loudness of a sound. The greater the wave amplitude is, the louder the sound will be. 
 
 The loudness of a sound depends on its intensity, a variable that can be measured. The intensity of a 
sound is the amount of sound energy arriving per second on a square metre of area. 
 

Intensity = 
Energy
s ⋅m2  =  

Power
m2 . 

 

 Intensity is measured in watts per square metre (W/m2). 
 
 A sound at the threshold of your hearing has an intensity of one millionth of one millionth 
of a watt per square metre, or 10-12 W/m2! 
 
 A quiet conversation between two people involves an intensity of sound of the order of  

10-6 W/m2. The ratio of these two intensities is 10
-6

10-12
 = 106. 

 In other words, the intensity of sound in a normal conversation is one million times the 
intensity of sound at the threshold of your hearing! 
 
 The ratio of a sound intensity to the intensity of sound at the threshold of hearing is often 
used to compare loudnesses. If a sound is 106 times as intense as sound at the threshold, we say 
its intensity is 6 bels.       
 The bel is named after Alexander Graham Bell (1847-1922), Canadian inventor of the 
telephone. Since the bel is a large unit, the decibel is used instead, and the intensity of normal 
conversation is expressed as 60 decibels. 
 
 The intensity of sound at a rock concert might easily be 1 W/m2. What is this intensity in 
decibels? The ratio of this intensity to the intensity at your threshold of hearing would be  
 

1
10-12

  = 10
0

10-12
  =  1012. 

 
 Since the power of ten in the ratio is 12, the intensity of sound is 12 bels, which is the 
same as 120 decibels!  This is a very loud sound! 
 
 Table 1 lists the intensities of various sounds both in W/m2 and in decibels. 
 



 
Table 1 

     Sound Intensities of Common Sources 
 

Source Intensity 
 (W/m2) 

Intensity    
 (dB) 

Jet taking off 102 140 
Pain threshold 101 130 

Loud rock band 10o 120 
Pneumatic chisel 10-1 110 
Metalwork shop 10-2 100 

Heavy traffic 10-3 90 
Vacuum cleaner 10-4 80 

Loud conversation 10-5 70 
Normal conversation 10-6 60 

Office noise 10-7 50 
Library 10-8 40 

Quiet country scene 10-9 30 
Whisper 10-10 20 

Rustling leaf 10-11 10 
Hearing Threshold  10-12 0 

 

 
 

Challenge 
Use a decibel meter to measure sound 

intensities at various locations around the 
school.  Here are some suggestions: 
Normal classroom conversation; classroom 
when the teacher tells a joke; library; 
hallways during break; woodwork or 
metalwork shop; gymnasium during (a) 
gym class, (b) a sports event when 
spectators are cheering and (c) during a 
school dance when there is a live band 
playing music. 
 
 

  
  

 
 

 
 

112 Decibels! (Testing 'Loudness' with the Decibel meter) 
 
 



 

Momentum and Energy in Simple Collisions Part 3 
Gordon R. Gore 

 
Collisions of Steel Balls of Equal Mass 

 

   
 
                                     Figure 1 
 
 
 

 
 
                Figure 2 
 
 

 
 
    Figure 3 

 
(d) Place 3 balls at the bottom of the ramp and allow 2 balls to roll down the ramp and collide with the 3 
stationary balls. Predict what will happen after the collision. Test your prediction. 
(e) Place 2 balls at the bottom of the ramp and allow 3 balls to roll down the ramp and collide with the 2 
stationary balls. Predict what will happen after the collision. Test your prediction. 

 (f) Place one ball at the bottom of the ramp and allow 4 balls to roll down the ramp and collide with the single 
stationary ball. Predict what will happen. Test your prediction. 
 

 
 
    Figure 4 

 (h) Hold a sheet of writing paper at the bottom of the ramp and allow two large steel balls to run down the ramp 
and collide with each other and the sheet of paper. Observe what happens to the paper! Have a partner hold a 
plain piece of writing paper between two of the large steel balls, as you bang them together. Can you see 
evidence that the collision is not perfectly elastic? 
 

Balls A and B are made of steel and have the 
same mass. (Figure 1) 
(a) Let ball A move down the ramp with velocity 
v and collide with stationary ball B (v = 0). 
Predict what will happen to the velocities of balls 
A and B. Test your prediction. 
 

(b) Prepare to let balls A and B approach each 
other with velocities +v and -v, and collide at C. 
(Figure 2) 
Predict what the velocities (speeds and 
directions) of the two balls will be after the 
collision. Test your prediction. 
 

(c) Place 4 identical steel balls on the bottom 
of the curved ramp, and let one ball roll 
down the ramp. Its velocity just before 
collision is v. (Figure 3) Predict what will 
happen after the collision. 
Test your prediction. 
 

[Apparatus available at the science centre] 
(g) Repeat steps (a) to (f) using the large-scale 
ramp and 5-cm diameter steel balls. (Figure 4) 
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(i) Collisions of Steel Balls in a 'Newton's Cradle' 
 

       
 
          Figure 5  
 

The observations you have made probably suggest that in each system, the total momentum (mass x velocity) 
before a collision is equal to the total momentum after the collision. These observations illustrate the Law of 
Conservation of Momentum. 
 
The collisions you have watched are very close to being elastic collisions. In a perfectly elastic collision, there 
is no loss of kinetic energy (1/2mv2). When the two large steel balls collided with each other and a piece of 
paper, the scorching and odour suggested that some kinetic energy was dissipated as heat. Thus, the collision 
was not perfectly elastic---but very close to being so. 
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Craft Fair at The Hamlets    
3255 Overlander Drive in Westsyde 

SUNDAY 10 AM until 2 PM December 3 2017 
Gordon Gore's Photo Books and Nature Posters  

(photos taken locally) will be on sale at bargain prices.  
All proceeds from sales on December 3 will go to support the  

BIG Little Science Centre. 
These items make good stocking stuffers or coffee table books. 

Posters and older photo books are on sale at only $10 each. 
 

 

Summer of 2017 Photo Book 
 

  
 

 
Available Now: 90 pages of beautiful  
full colour photos of wildlife taken in 2017 
at The Dunes and on the way to and from 
the golf course. Can be used as a coffee table 
book or as a gift to a nature lover. 
 

$20.00 
 
Available from the author/photographer  
Gordon Gore at The Hamlets in Westsyde. 
NOT available at the Science Centre. 
 
Phone 778-472-2014  
or email <Gordongore0@gmail.com> 
 

 
This apparatus allows you to observe collisions of steel balls 
of equal mass, but the steel balls are part of a series of 
pendulums arranged side by side and touching. Repeat the 
procedures (a) to (f) in Part 3 and observe what happens in 
each case. 
 
Were the collisions elastic? 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
Support the BIG Little Science Centre 
and do some Christmas Shopping, at the 
Craft Sale at The Hamlets in Westsyde. 
 

Sunday December 3 
From 10 AM to 2 PM 


